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4 College Editors
Organize Sunday,
Back Youth Corps

MONDAY, NOVEMBER 21, 1960

Symposium Reviews
Existential Thought

NOV. 20 — Four member newspapers of the recently!
formed College Editors Guild met here today and agreed to]
support the Youth' Service Corps proposed by'Senator Hubert
Humphrey in the last session of Congress, and endorsed toy'
Senator Kennedy.
.
•
j;
The Youth Service, Corps, known also /is the 'Point Four;-*
Program, would permit qualified young Americans to work1
In underdeveloped countries as social workers, technical ad!-1
visors and teachers in lieu of I
military service.
Urges Admission Study
Lawrence Grow; editor of
the Wesleyan Argus proposed,
an investigation of the admis-j
sion policies of member col-|
leges. In citing some areas for
improvement he said, "Our admissions men are spending
Dr. Henry. A. Kissinger, who more time in Pelham Manor
feels the United States is los- and' Winnetka than in downDK. FLOROVSKY, PROFESSOR at Harteg the Cold War because of a town New York and Chicago."
His paper was:, the result of an original inReluctance to develop a strong
vard-Divinity School, takes the podium for
vestigation
of existential motifs in the writalso suggested a study
foreign policy, will speak here of Grow
ings
of
the
church
fathers. (Photo by Heldt)
his
talk
at
Saturday's
symposium
session.
"social stratification" and liI>ec. 1.
mitations of 'minority groups.
The» noted author and politi- Tripod editor Peter Kilborn,
cal scientist will d i s c u s s who attended the Point Four
"American Policy and Disarm- Youth Conference at Princeton
ament" in the Chemistry Audi- a week ago, proposed the plan
torium at 8:15 p.m. His talk, to ec&tors and staff members
the third in a series presented of the Wesleyan Argus, Smith
by the College Lecture Com- Sophian and' Connecticut's
mittee, will offer some solu- Conn Census at today's meettions, to the disarmament crisis ing.
.
.
had soared to 190 million In industrialism didn't amount to
By JOHN HENRY
and other important questions.
18GO and b y 1850, Europe* had much until about 1800 in Brit*£o
Alp
Mutual
Problems
NOV.
17—Dr.
William
LanThe Harvard government
surpassed the 275 million mark ain—and she was way ahead
professor attained . national The College Editors Guild ger, Coolidge Professor of his- —an increase of nearly 100 per of the Continent.":
prominence with the publica- was originated this fall by the tory at Harvard, attributed the cent over the century.
The Harvard professor also
tion of Nuclear Weapons and editors of the Tripod and the population boom in Europe
dismised Malthus' approach to
The
Potato's
Advantage
between
1750
and
1850
to
the
Argus
with
the
understanding
Foreign Policy, which t h e
population . growth. Malthus
Washington Post called ". , . that mutual problems could introduction and rapid rise of Illustrating the advantage of had arrived at four causes
the potato, the professor point- 1) the abatement .'of war in thi
undoubtedly the most import- best be aired by a unified the potato.
effort. Although its goal of In an address > here this ed out that in Ireland, a man 18th Century; 2) Reduction of
ant ibook of 1957."
coordinated opinion on major morning in Chemistry Audito- could support a family of eight disease; 3) improved sanitaU.S. Losing Prestige
issues is akin to that of NSA rium, Dr. Langer, Mead His- with one acre of potatoes as tion; 4) More. .agricultural
Kissinger feels the present it is not-an affiliate of that tory Lecturer, told an audience compared with four acres of know-how.
of 50 that the contribution of grain, the traditional source
world armament situation and student organization.
No Mass Participation
the nation's fear that definite, The Guild plans to use its the potato has generally been of food for the European peas- First, Langer contended that
ant.
This
figure
is
even
more
•overlooked
by
historians
atassertive action might result in influence as a lobbying body
wars two centuries ago did not
a full-scale nucleard war are for national issues and as a tempting to account for the remarkable, he said, when one rely on participation by the
allowing the Communists' to clearing house for local prob- phenomenal spurt in popula- considers that the typical male masses, but, rather only on
surpass us in the struggle, for. lems .direet-Jya affecting- memt-<tion during the_ 100-year span. adult stowed away an average traingd .striking,t forces^ Thus,
'" Tn~ 1750, the population of of ten" pounds "*ol potatoes a the drop-off in armed conflicts
world prestige,
ber colleges^. ' •.
•
, '; Europe (including the British day.
only slightly lowered the death
He believes that this" situaIsles) hovered at about 144 He sees a definite correlation rate.
Corresponding"Secretary.
tion may be rectified by posimillion. The number of people between.the debut of tubifer- He rejected altogether the
tive declarations of our inten- Representatives of the WIous food and the jump in the decline in disease. About 1730,
liams
Record,
also
members,
tions to our enemies. He furpopulation to eight and a he pointed out, tuberculosi;
and
the
Vassar
News
were
unther states in his book that the
quarter
million in 1846.
started to take staggering tolls.
Communists must be cogniz- able to attend today's organi"I'm convinced you can show In 1815, in England it .fatally
zational
meeting.
ant of our military strength.
a similar relationship on the afflicted one fourth of the
Each newspaper will have an
continent," he added.
Because of our preoccupa- underclassman
population. Furthermore, in
corresponding
tion with the possibility of to-, secretary to perpetuate
Historian's Listed Causes
the 19th Century, Europe was
the
tal nuclear war, the Harvard movement and. to act as an inDr. Langer noted that in re- visitefi by five great epidemics
The Sophomore Dining Club cent years, historians have of Asiatic cholera.
professor contends, we are in- formation bureau.
is sponsoring the semi-annual listed a variety of causes of "It's perfectly clear," Dr.
adequately prepared for a limited conflict. TJie country is The predominantly female Bloodmobile visit to Trinity the population explosion, but Langer declared, "that there
none, save the introduction of wasn't enough improvemen
forced to back down on issues group (four Conn Censusites Nov. 30 in Alumni Hall.
that are Mot worth the risk of and two Smithonians) also The Red Cross will be in the potato, has any basis in in treatment of disease to
make the population rise.
total war, since we are mili- touched, the roie of College Alumni Hall from 9:30 a.m. to fact.
tarily unprepared for anything public relations, the merits of 4 p.m.; and although the SDC Many people have credited There were no importan
reading periods prior to exams has been distributing pledge the Industrial Revolution with medical advances prior to the
else.
'Smith has 14 <Jays, -Conn 9 cards, no appointment is neces- stimulating the birth rate. 1880's."
Kissinger believes that this days and Wesleyan 2 days); sary.
"But the population rise," he As for improved sanitation,
game dependence on the threat trimester'and four course cur- This Fall's goal is 200 pints, says,
"proceeded the Industrial
argument is the weakest
of massive retaliation to deter riculum, faculty salaries, hous- an amont never received here, Revolution. Industrialism was "this
of
all.
little attention was
Communist attack has weak- ing and pressures, fraternities, according to Dining Club Presi- the answer to the consequences devotedVery
to sanitation until
and compulsory chapel.
of overpopulation. In any case, 1832. In England, public health
dent William Polk.
(Continued On Page 3)
legislation came only in the
1840's,, he said.
No improvement was made
in the rural living conditions
Moreover, in cities overcrowding was rampant. In the Berlin of 1800, for example ,one
out of ten families was forced
to dwell in cellars.
Dr. Langer also discounted
Malthus'. theory that technical
improvements in agriculture
boosted the' birth rates. Innovations, like crop-rbtation, appeared after the population
increase was well-advanced.

Kissinger
To Talk
PolicyDec.l

Potatoes, Not Machines,
Begat Ba by Boom: Langer

Bloodmobile
Stop Booked

BY JOHN STAMBAUCH
NOV. 19—A Harvard Divinity School professor said today existentialism's emphasis on
the individual indicates a possible approach to social action.
Dr. John A. Wild said that the individual is able to transcend himself, be really free and
make sacrifices. Since these three ethical elements are generally missing from society, Dr.
Wild called for an extension of these individual virtues to society.
The occasion for the lecture was this weekend's Symposium on Christian Existentialism
held at the College. Audiences of 110 to 160 heard five theologians and philosophers speak at
the three sessions, of, the conference.
Tlie speakers, .were Dr, Wild,
the Jit. Rev, Georges Florovsky of Harvard Divinity
School, Dr. Walter A. Kaufmann of Princeton's philosophy department and Dr. William Johnson and Dr. Edmond
LaB. Cherbonnier of the reli- NOV. 14—The Senate tonight total of.90 seniors be also algion department at Trinity.
amended an election commit- lowed.two representatives, thus
The symposium was the tee proposal to assure 262 in- giving a fraternity with five
chief activity of the annual dependents of four senators. senior members one senator
meeting of the New England The amendment restricted the every five years.
Province of the National Can- number of senators to two or Senator'Ramsay added that
terbury Association, composed one more than they have now. independents should use their
of Episcopal .students from Voting, on the measure is voting power if they wanted
m o r e representation. Sen.
New.England colleges.
Johnson: Literary Reflections scheduled for the Monday fol- Frank Morse said business
Dr. Johnson's talk, which lowing Thanksgiving Vacation. With which the Senate dealt
opened the symposium Friday In other action, Sen. Arthur was not of particular'interest
night, outlined the elements McNulty's report on limiting to Vernon Street.
common to existential writing junior members was amended, Senators still represent their
and illustrated, them.-with ex- and Tripod's Editor Peter Kil- fraternities, 'maintained Sen.
amples from Andre Gide and born presented a report on the Richard Cunneen. He said an
Thomas Mann.: Existentialism Point Four Youth Conference issue of particular interest to
arose, he said, because man dis- Abandoning Robert's Rules fraternities might come before
covered that- he was living of Order, Pres. Roger Mac- the Senate. Senate secretary
over a cracking earth and was Millan allowed the senators to Baird Morgan said the neutrals
forced to question the basis of amend the committee report. shouldn't have four senators,
When the legality of the ac- as they were not an organized
his existence.
~
•
He defined "to exist" as "to tion was questioned, Sen Wil- g r o u p . • '
Lynch Amendment "
be human", and stressed the liam Sullivan stated the Sensubjective, man - centered ele- ate had revealed how it felt Senator George Lynch proment in existentialism, John- and legal action would only posed the report be amended
so that two independents
son explained that while the prolong the meeting.
atheist leaves man thrashing The general feeling of the would be assured of seats in
about in an ocean without Senate to the report of the the Senate. The vote tallied 14
hope, the Christian existential- election committ was antego- to eight in favor of the amendist says he can find something histie. Sen. • Gordon Ramsey ment;
solid—God—by means of this questioned whether 90 senior Voting against the proposal
neutrals .''are worth four rep were Senators Cunneen, Baker,
thrashing about. •
McNulty, Hill, Brown, Price
As an illustration of the ex- resentatives." .' ;
istential technique which in- Independent Roy Price face and Woodward.
sists on immersion in life in- tiously -suggested that the five Senator McNulty's proposal
(Cojatinued On Page 3> j fraternities with a combined to "alleviate disproportionate
representation" among junior
senators'-'was "altered to read
social organizations "may" b>
sted of "should" nominate two
candidates for the preliminary
ballot.
The proposal attempted to
"replace a good situation" by
increasing fraternity politics,
maintained Sen. Roy Price.
Under the proposal of 26 nominees only 6, will be elected.
Peter Kilborn's report on the
conference, recommended that
the Senate take action to promote the program which will
send Americans, to work in
underdeveloped countries in
lieu of the draft. A committee
was established consisting of
Senators Reese, Morgan, Romig; and Hawes.
The next Senate meeting was
canceled due to the sports dinner.

Neutral Representation
Approaches In Senate

Symposium Speakers

1 For 262,
Neutrals
Disclose

North Campus Dorm Construction
Spurred By $752,000 Federal Loan

Debaters Place
Fourth At
New Haven

GERMAN-BORN DR. WALTER A. KAUFMANN fleft)
and the Rt. Rev. Georges Florovsky, a priest of the Russian
Orthodox Church discuss different aspects of existentialist
The Athenaeum' Society today thought and its relation to Christianity at the Saturday
placed fourth in th^ year's morning session of the symposium on existentialism.
first varsity tournament held , ; '
.'••"'•••
(Photos by Dole and Heldt)
at Central Connecticut State
College. Ten teams participated in the tournament, won
by Fordham University.
John Kapouch '62, president
of the society, won the third
place affirmative s p e a k e r
award with a total of 56 WASHINGTON, D.C., Nov. discontent with the administrapoints, four points behind the 14 — One; hundred • a n g r y tion, to a lack of ^communicaGeorgetown University seniors tion between the two bodies.
winner.
The affirmative -team of are not expected to present the The resolution says the "gift
Alan Coyne, '62 and Kapouch college with, their traditional symbolizes appreciation of a
graduating class for efforts oX
swept its three debates, defeat- class gift.
ing Albertus Magnus, the Uni- At a meeting of the entire the administration in behalf
versity of Connecticut and Cen- class today, seniors hashed out of the class," and adds that
a resolution damning the col- the seniors do not wish to extral Connecticut.
Thomas Berger '63 and An- lege administration for, among press such appreciation.
thony Rodgers '63, debating other things, going over the Seniors accused the Georgefor the negative, defeated Al- students' hea'ds in making town administration of "rebortus Magnus but lost to Cen- arbitrary policy changes.
fusing to recognize that ia
tral Connecticut and Wes- Voting on the bill is sched- dealing with tlie class of 1961
uled for Nov. 22.
leyan.
Meeting also tonight, the it is -dealing with mature men
student council concurred with . . inaugurating policy changes,
IVY -PROOFS
including a ban on automoAIL proofs of senior photos the proposed senior class reso- biles, without consulting the
lution
with
a
few
insignificant
must be turned into the Ivy
class officers, and. . . expelling
mailbox,' 1337, by Wednesday, modifications.
a member of the class without
No Communication
Nov. 23. Anyone who has not
had their portrait taken yet An editorial in the college proper investigation or clear
newspaper attributed student definition of duty.'*
must do so by Wednesday..

No Gift For Georgetown,
Senior Class Threatens

NOV. 18—COLLEGE OFFICIALS today announced the house two students* Fraternities which desire space in the
approval of a federal loan of 5725,000 for tlie construction of new dormitory will be accommodated. Non-fraternity stua six section dormitory on the North Campus. The plans dents Will also be housed in the sections^ The six-section dorcall for occupancy of tlie buildings durmg the coming school mitory is the first part of the North Campus plan which will
year The dormitory will house 123 students in three units oi eventually contain another dormitory of four sections and a
two sections each, ' A section will accommodate 20 students, building with kitchen and dining rooms- Construction is
slated to start before the end of thrf nresent year.
Each unit will contain a lounge and a study in order to
i

NOV. 16—Independent students tonight laid plans to attempt to boost their number
of Senate representatives to
four, as proposed Monday by
the student governing body's
election committee.
Chairmen Roger Nelson revealed that statistics had finally been obtained on the. number of independent Students on
the campus.
One for 262
Tlie figures revealed that 22
senators represent 399 fraternity men while 262 neutrals
are represented by one senator.
Two fraternities and the Brownell Club have more than 50
members and are represented
by eight senators. Four fraternities have over 30 members represented by five senators.
:
Folowing a report on Monday night's Senate meeting the
group decided to compose a
letter to The Tripo<j.
Wav to Answer
Independent Senator Roy
Price maintained this was the
best way to answer some of
the arguments which had not
been answered at the Senate
meetine. He also felt it was
th best wav to bring the prob- >'"
lem before the entire student
bodv.
Price also advised independents who knew senators to express their feeling to them on
the issue. Most of the students
attending the meeting felt that
the job of persuading the Senate to .allow four representatives would be almost impossible.
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LETTERS
Independent View

compromise. T H E S T E P
SEEMS A DRASTIC ONE,
BUT ONLY BECAUSE THE
PRESENT LAW IS SO BRAS;
TIGAIXY UNFAIR!
In short, a reform is
sary before the Senate can M
called either democratic or rep*
resentative. The arguments for
the status quo don't hold water.
At their worst they souM like
excuses for underlying prejttflices Which are gf§tmdlte§ and
irrational. W6 hope the iseiia*
tors will be able to §66 through
the false iSSUel and vote te
make themselves more representative df the Trinity student
body.

1\BookJteviei»

Election Year Study Of Africa
1964
Tries Too Much

To the Editor:
**
BysJoM Henry
A. recommendation to Increase the number of independBY MARTIN NICKERSON
ent senior senators from one to
Three -Way Fight Looms For GOP
four was introduced into the
Everyman's Africa, by John Hatch (London, 263 pages)
A three-way fight for con- ever, does not speak very well
Senate last week. Alter a spur
for
the
governor's
vote-getting
EXECUTIVE
trol of the Republican party is
The problems of the African Continent make international
of the moment discussion, the
Editor-in-Chief
am shaping1 up between Vice- abilities; Contrary to popular news. Old institutions of tribal organization have been chalproposal was chopped down to
Peler T. kilborn '6i
Managing Editor
president Nixon, Senator Bar- belief, Rockefeller had stump- lenged by modern concepts of personal liberty, economic freeprovide for only two before it
William Kirtz '61
ry Goldwatef, and Governor ed hard for the Nixon-Lodge dom and urban civilization. Here is Africa with its miilions Of
was
accepted.
News Editor
FeateeS Edito
Sporfs Edltot
ticket, making appearances in
Nelson R&ckeMler.
While is is vaguely felt that
Pster Kemble '61
John B. Henry '61
I , George F. Will '62
42 of New. York's ^2 counties, illiterates crying for education, medicine, arid stable governSlafih
6f
theSS
f*rsaft&&le
SM
the independents are unfairly
Assistant Kditor
deliVgWnf
&50 speeches in some ment They blunder into the traps df European governments
power-hungry gentlemen ftprestricted from the Senate, the
John Ei StamtjauEh '61
and stumble 6ver their own feet.
teft
states.
a
resent* a aiffefMt Wing bt the
NfiWS STAFF
;
prospect of guaranteeing memAfrica has only recently been opened to Western civilizaWilliam Barns '64, Marshal E. Blume '63. Malcolm Campbell '64 Rich- bership to four of them seemed
party. Each is presumably aim- ' RSpUblicani for Rocekleiler
ard Chang '63. John Chatfield '64, Jeffrey fl. Corey '61 (art), Daniel
are
counting
ttn
him
to
make
a
tion.
Livingstone aiSGdvered Vict&$& Falls in the heart of t&*
ing
to
capturt
the
1964
£rtel'
Catta '63, tiouglns Craie '64, Fred M. Dole '61 (photography), Rotjert to shock a number of the SenaFetnschrelber '64 Wendall Guy. '62, ,Tohh HfHflt, '64 (photography), tors. Various .arguments were
dential adminatioft. MhSh ean tomebaek in the IMS guberna- continent in 1855, just over a cenrary ago. Since that ttjfte,
Thomas Jones -64, .lohti Msysr '62. Martin Nickerson '63, William Ntles
Steering niake a Very stronf case for torial eMMo-fi, Furthermore, •the slave trade has been halted, industry has developed and the
'63, Dnrmlfl Papa '62, Stephen ]?erroaut '63, Frederick Pryor '62, Scott hastily offered as to why the T h e
Reynolds '63, Myrnti Rosenthal '64, Frank Sears '62, David SIHon '62, independents should be allowed Committee:
h i * Selection a* t h e GOP th6y point but that Rockefeller slow- process of education has begun. To do this, iSuropeaiM
Kirby Talley '63 Charles Todd '64, Keith Watson '64, Henry Whitney
caffip4igiied this" year as much
only one or. at most two represtftflaipdbeafef.
ftoger NelsoS
'63, John Witherington '64.
as tiftie Would permit Slid that have set up colonial governments artfi branded the «condftilMi
sentatives in the Senate. We
As
a
result
df
this
sittlatisn,
BUSINESS BOARD
of all their s t a t e s . ' . ' . " .
Raymdnfl Slater
Business Mannser
wouia like to list them here, so
fe St&g£ te set for a bitter the party fared -pimtlf without
David A. Wadharns '62
exception la big cities across
Michael wechsle*
that
the
entire
student
body
Masses Vs. Masters
intira-party struggle, duriously the contineftt.;
Oircalatlon MaHai
Advcrtisin£ Manaser
Stephen Yeattm
Bruce McFarland '61 might be able to reflect oft
Don Pine '62
endugh, the supporters of all
BUSINESS STAFF
If
one
tvefe
to
look
at
otitTdday, Africa has becdme «n impai-tSflt part at the Wfflfifl
Lawrenfie D&wsaa
three men Have taken heart
Richard Bernstein '63, Tom Frazer '63, Merrill Hunt '62, Barney LiB- their validity.
kind '62, Leland Moj-er '63, David Pyle '64, Kenneth WiltSek '64.
from the N«dft ddMt on H6V. cdm*s af Senate and guberna- because its masses have Mgun t6 i*fe£l against their mft£t$ft.
Wendell
Guy
torial races for a clue as to Because of their political naivete,' much of the cdfitiatet aeufcl
Not Organized
Price,.
which wing will triumph in
1. The independents are notf an
foto years, he would &§* the fall into the • hands dfself-seeking pedple. If this ihoulfl 66m*
oraginized, closely knit group.
Says Barry Goidw&tef, Dean picture is n&t very illumittat- td pass, great natural resources would be tamed against ti»
Obviously this is so; it is the
6f the Republican's faf-rlght i&g" The elections clarified forces oi liberty. Africa could become enslaved again.
feature which distinguishes inPut away that mimeograph machine! Stop those dependents from the members Review Attacked flaflk, "I believe thft party nothing because the results of
With this fantastic complex, any survey oi African • *
should have learned its lesson various contests were very
rumors that the 1960, 1.%1 and 1962 yearbooks are of fraternities and the Brownffctfs cannot possibly grasp the full range of th« continent'!
that it must be & conservative mixea.
/
merging into a trilogy! No more remarks about an ell Club. But does this make To the Editor:
problems. Within its limited framework, Everyman'* Africa
Predictably, the candidates does a capable job of stating these problems, but the author
them less worthy as students? Many of the reviewers which party. The next election should
unabridged version!
have appeared in Th« TMpod be contested by conservatives fr6m conservative bailiwicks has tried to do too much. He outlines the political problems ei
The Ivy is coming. Rumor has it that the book Does it mean that they should have
been very clever and, —not by people wiho ape the like Idaho's Dworshak, Colo- Ghana, the economic policy of the Belgians and the social Imbe
excluded
from
more
than
will arrive on campus tomorrow; And although some token representation in the generally,
rado's Allot, JSTebrasha's Curvery sarcastic. In New Deal.
people may be disturbed at the gap between gradua- student government?
"Roek&felleTr1 couldn't even tis, New Hampshire's Bridges plications 6f the Mau Mau rebellion; but he eaanot deal with'
this letter, 1 do not want to
tion and the appearance of the class book, the Tripod 2. Why should One student fall prey to this same type of carry New York—what hope and South Dakota's Mundt all the ramifications of these or many other troubles^ Th«
editors feel the delay is a worthwhile one. For didn't group be guaranteed four sen- meaningless writing, instead, is he? Where conservatives were returned to office.
complex of subjects tends to become fuzzy in the mind of th«
Wordsworth say that even lyric poetry is best recol- ior senators when all the I would like, merely, to ex- ran, conservatives won and OonSerysMes Took Drubbings casual reader, but some important points stand out
lected in tranquility? And, staying far away from the others are limited to one? The press my reaction to Kirby where we didn't have conserva- Barry Goldwater to the conNegroes N«^t Stupid
review of Button tive leadership, in the main, trary, where conservatives ran
initial impact of the event itself, the I960 Ivy, we fallacy of this question shou^u Talley's
1
predict, has been able to achieve a historic perspective be apparent at !once. One seg- Down Sounds in as simple and we lost . . . I want to figure in "middle-of-the-road" terriMost Americans have been exposed te the Idea that aw
1964."
tory, they by and large took
never before reached on campus. The yearbook has, ^ t ment of the student body, straight forward a manner as in To
groes are stupider than whites. Hardy quotes a UNESCO reprove
the
appeal
of
mosssevere
drubbings.
possible.
last, been able to evaluate events, not just set them namely the fraternities, is althe Arizona Senator
In Michigan, for example, port that disproves this entirely. According to extensive redown on cold paper. By taking the time to think things ready guaranteed eleven senior Quite frankly, I was disgust- backs,
cites the wresting from the arch-conservative Alvin Bent- search, the only racial characteristics able to be defined by
ed
with
Mr.
Talley's
review.
I
senators.
Since
the
independout, the Ivy will be a way of life, not a mere report.
that it is difficult to Democrats of fourteen House ley, who still swears by the anthropologists are physical. There seem to be no differences
By delaying publication for five months, the yearbook ents are many times more nu- realize
review the performance of seats in the Mid-West which late Senator McCarthy, lost to between the groups of mankind in capacity for emotional «r
merous
than
any
fraternity,
it
can capture trends in a manner which cannot be dup- is undemocratic not to allot nine groups in a five-hundred the Republicans lost in 1958. the hand-picked, U.A.W. in- intellectual development.
'
licated by any other media.
them more senators than to word article. But, surely, the Goldwater, who manages the cumbent, P a t MacNamara.
According to the survey, biological differences between
And it took courage. To withstand the gibes of any individual house. And it is solution is not to use a lot of party's Senate.election commit- Whenever the "moderate" the individuals of a,race are often much greater than differsenators
were
campaigning
for
tee,
attributes
this
change
of
the unthinking masses who expected the Ivy around illogical to. compare, as was those words to make, "cute" fourteen to the conservatism re-election, they ran well ahead ences between individuals of different races. Genetic differgraduation time( I960, that is) while one has good done last Monday night, the but meaningless phrases and of the GOP candidates.
of their Democrat rivals. Old ences seem to have little effect of social or cultural signifiabout the groups
reason for the ridiculed delay, this is easier said than number of senior independents statements
Pol.
Everett Saltonstall romp- cance. Inter - racial mixtures do not produce disadvantageBoosters
for
Nixon
were
enand
to
use
about
twenty
per
done. Motives of avarice even prompted some mockers to the number of fraternity cent of these words to list couraged by his very strong ed over his opponent in Ken- ous results from a biological point of view. All this adds up
men
in
all
three
upper
classes.
to assert that the 1960 Ivy. was never coming out. But
song titles. Let me give a few showing against Kennedy. The nedy's home state. Popular to the fact that Negroes are as good as whites when givaa
The Tripod has in its files evidence to prove that this
Couldn't Elect Two
examples of what I mean by Vice-president came within a Governor J. Caleb Boggs ran the same chances for development.
was just a ruse to inflate the value of the 1959 Ivy 3. That the independents have being cute but meaningless , . . fifth of one per cent, of win- for the Senate in Delaware, beso that it could be sold as a collector's item: as the failed to elect a second senator the ivied gathering . . . Honey ning the popular vote. At the came the only top-to-the-tieket
Whites Brought Cvltan
in recent years indicates a pau- pointed to the reasons why present time, one can safely came the only top-of-the-ticket
last yearbook ever printed at Trinity.
Hatch emphasizes this since it is a ray of hope that pierces
city of worthy candidates in this group calls itself the Dis- say that he commands a con- Office.
As a sister publication, we salute the Ivy for hav- their
ranks. Only a blindmafi sipated Eight . . , Operating on siderably larger following than) Liberals, on the whole, won the present low position of the African masses. He does not
ing the strength we never had: for having delayed its or a gross hypocrite could say one cylinder, Mount Holyokes* either Goldwater or Rockefel-' the biggest gains. Incumbent put the blame for these Conditions completely in the lap of
debut until a public clamor arose. But now they have this with a straight face, for V-8's chugged , . . Appropriate. '
'•• ~;i5:"Senators Clifford Case, Mar- the white Colonialists, but neither does he fail to point out
triumphed! No longer will the editors have to endure it neglects the realities of cam- ly, the Trinity Pipes sang 'liv- ler,Unlike his two rivals,
he will garet Chase Smith, and John that they have enslaved and exploited the Negro. What most
graphs showing*the comparative progress of the 1960 pus life. In voting for senior ing the Life of Ease,' etc.
be handicapped by the lack of Sherman Cooper all were people fail to realize is that the white has also brought Westand 1961 Ivies, graphs which indicated that the, latter senators at large, many fra- It seemed strange to me that a political base. Nevertheless, swept back into ofice in land- ern culture and civilization, the Christian religion and all Its
ternity men will vote for their two of the groups which were as spokesman for the party's slides. All performed substan- tenets.
would come out first.
brothers regardless of merit. It rated as the best, both by the "moderate" or center faction, tially better than they had in
So those are the facts, disclosed at last, behind is all to the credit of the indeWhat, course will the African take when he finds himself
audience reaction Nixon has support in most of their last previous race for
the Ivy's latent appearance. We hope we have put the pendents that this can iseldom enthusiastic
free
of his old master? How much of the old tribal customs
Congress.
and
by
people
well
acquainted
record straight. Oh . . . And all that copy which didn't be. said of them'. Also,' many with this field of music, were the. party's upper strata In- In Montana Robert Nutier, will remain? Where will the African's religious a l l i a n c e g o ?
cluding
President
Eisenhower,
reach the printer until September; well, what other residents of Vernon . Street severely criticized by Mr. Tal- himself a moderate. Some of a self-styled "pretty-progres- In a history book of this size, these questions can only be givyearbook carries two years of Fall sports and maybe have cut themselves off from ley. I am refering to the Med- his admirers are banking on sive Republican" turned the en cursory treatment, but'itcan give some sense of the situa.
even'a second semester preview?
social contact with the inde- dybempsters who, according to Nixon in 1964 as a compro- Democrats out of the gov- tion past and present that will affect their outcome. Every.
pendents. It is natural that a Talley, "sounded like a mixed mise between the extremes of ernorship. The only blemish on Man's Africa does this job.
man who does not know most chorus doing an L&M add," Goldwater and Rackefeller.
the Liberal record was Paul
the independents would not and the V-8's who, according
Bagwell's defeat in Michigan
One of the reasons the gov- for the governorship. ..
realize the caliber of many of to Talley "barely made it to
ernor
exterted
as
much
power
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them.
the end of their offering." His
Presumably, John Kennedy
he did in Chicago last sum- will be leading his party's tickAlthough we are still two months separated from 4. The independents are not criticism of these two groups, as
H5 WASHINGTON STREET
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mer
was
the
party
strategists*
the hectic semester exam period, The Tripod urges interested in campus problems. alone, made it painfully clear feeling that Rockefeller cam- et in 1964. As the out party,
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to
me
that
Kirby
Talley
does
prompt administrative consideration of a brief reading This_ depends upon what one not know what he is talking paigning in behalf of the party the Republicans will find it Steaks, Chops, Seafood - Always Quick
and Courteous
much
more
difficult
to
present
period to precede exams.
considers "campus problems." about, and is unfit to review a could make inroads in tradia united front Unless the GOP
Plenty of Space and Free Parking
There
are
many
problems
petionally
heavily
Democratic
Various proposals for pre?exam study periods
Program such as Button Down
resolves its differences, i 1964
to Vernon Street which Sounds.
New York City vote, thus en- they mav' be unable ton rallj
have been made in previous years. Apparently none culiar
are of no concern to most indeabling Nixon to carry the Em- wholeheartedly behind* 'their
THE
have prompted even an investigation by the adminis- pendents, but the converse of
The purpose of Button Down pire State,
HARVEY & LEWIS CO.
tration. It is certainly true that even the most cap- this
Presidential
nominee
a
n
d
is just as true. The major Sounds was to entertain some Kennedy's victory margin of
many cost- themselves many
able and efficient students require time for review and areas of Senate dealings (clubs, five hundred people. Judging
Guild Opticians
assimilation of half a year's'work if they are to ac- entertainment, academic af- from audience reaction and 700,000 ballots in the city, how- votes.
Contact Lenses
Photographic Dept.
quit themselves well and,, indeed, if final exams are fairs etc.), are the concern of Mr, Talley's review, four56 P e a r t st
going to achieve maximum efficiency and accuracy. every responsible student at hundred-nine-nine of these peo85 JeffersduSt.
ple were very well entertained.
At Trinity, testing periods usually begin on Mon-Trinity.
William C. Richardson '63
days. Full class schedules are maintained through the
Vote as Individuals
Saturday immediately preceding. There is complica- 8. Senators vote as indivited time-juggling involved in producing an exam duals, not as representatives
OUTSTANDING SELECTION OF STORM
schedule without conflicts, As a result, it is impossible of opposing factions. This is enCOATS, CAR COATS & FIELD GOATS
to avoid.certain inequities, such as requiring some stu- tirely true, fortunately, but it To the Editor:
dents to cope with two or more exams on the first does not wish away the prob- Now that we have had a
NOW IN STOCK FOR YOUR APPROVAL
^School For Scoundrels' instructive
two days of testing. While this is a problem inherent lem at hand. The reason that letter on "what makes Charlie
senators are chosen by
in administtering the system, a reading period would senior
WETHERSFIELD—Nov. 16 poured over the outside of a
present method is not to
I feel that one forthsignificantly reduce the threat to the student of this the
insure that "each house will coming on the topic of "what —"Everybody is either one up, drink-filled glass. The glass is
® DUFFER COAT
or one: down," Lifemanship gingerly handed to. the female.
occupational hazard.
3 2 j 0
have its say in the Senate." If
At the same time, such an interim period would this were the case, Senate makes Dwight write?" would Professor Alastair S i m re- She will promptly spill it, inminds bumbling pupil Ian Car- spiring both sympathetic ef-1 #
be a positive step toward encouraging independent meetings would be reduced to be extremely enlightening.
KNEi LINGTH ALPACA
,
Paul H. Briger michael in School for Scoun- fusions and the need for a new |
scholarship, a deserved freedom for the mature stu- parochial squabbles.
drels* And the exposition of dress. Now the Lifeman has a
COLLAR & LINING
59,59
dent. It is, of course, probable that certain students The system is designed to
how to get (and keep) "up" robe in the bedroom which she
would abuse^this freedom. But this abuse could work prevent "house packing." It inw i t h o u t actually cheating can wear if she woud just slip
® BRITISH BUFFER COAT
37.S0up
only to their own detriment. It would be clearly wrong sures that no given individual
which opened at the Cine- off her wet things . . .
will
be
absolutely
ibarred
from
to allow the possibility of such abuses to block adop- the Senate because of his soWebb tonight provides a most
Other woomanship ploys are
# HIP LENGTH WITH ATTACHED
delightful and instructive eve* Mother-Instinct Inducement
tion of this program.
cial affiliation. It prevents coning.
It is also unlikely that eliminating the final two alitions and house politics from
(unostentatiously displaying a
. ALPACA HOOD
Carmichael travels to Sim's hole in one's sock) and Indifdays of classes would work a hardship on the faculty. becoming a facJtor in Senate
39#f5
Lifemanship Country in order ferenee ("You look like a little
While some alteration of long-range teaching schedules elections—a factor which nullito learn how to win the girl boy to me.").
might be necessitated, it is hard to conceive of any fies effective student govern# BRITISH REVIRSIBLI BUFFER COAT ....... 4f.5§
he
loves away from the nefari- Terry-Thomas and Carmiment
on
many
American
camcourse so inflexible as to be severely disrupted by the
The Academy Aaward winous Terry-Thomas, whose tenpuses.
loss of one class.
•
ning movie On the Waterfront, nis game (mainly due to the chael are delightful in this
® BIRD CLOTH WINDgRIAKER
26.?5
film, another of the English
The
provision
of
having
Unique as such a reading period would be at
starring Marlon Brando, Eva sun he keeps in his opponent's imports in which they have,
Trinity, it is accepted practice at most institutions of three senior senators elected at Marie Saint, Karl Maiden, and eyes) and sports ear ihave put successfully appeared. But it is
allows for two worthy
a
Trinity's ilk. Representatives of the Smith and Con- large
veteran Alastair Sim who,
from the same or- Lee J. Cobb, will be shown in him "up."'
necticut College newspapers, on campus this week- candidates
Dedicated to propagating the cooly appraising the instances
ganization to serve in the Sen- the Mather Hall Washington
end for a College Editors Guild meeting, reported that ate. And it encourages groups Room at 8 p.m. Friday, Dec. 2. gift of command over every ra man's degradation of man Ciofhi
the former school enjoys two weeks of pre-exam prep- to nominate their best men.
The realistic drama tells of Situation, the School of Life- and speedily and cheerily inaration; the latter, nine days.
So a senior, chosen from a a fearless priet's struggle to manship includes courses in venting still others, makes the :
It is time Trinity progresses in an area long de- given organization, is not a smash a racketeering, syndi- partymanship (to ' get t h e show marvelous.
group on your side, adopt the
It Can Work Here
manding action. Allowing this reading period would representative of that group cate, Which controls the water-, handicap
about which a joke
Not the least of the virtues
per
se.
He
is,
rather,
the
menbe a positive and progressive step toward eliminating
front
of
a'
big
city.
Violent
just been made), games- of this straight-facedly hilarisome of the ills accompanying the final exanV system. ber of that organization whom conflict and heart-warming has
maaship (yelling for silence ous farce is its utility. Besides
his class feels is best quaiiliea
24-26-TRUMBULL STREET, HARTFORD, CONN.
from mute bystanders while the many stratagems it dislove fill the tale.
to serve on the Senate,
opponent is attempting a ML plays, School for Scoundrels
Chance Denied
Twenty-five cents to help Mrd shot) and, most importCONNECTICUT PRINTERS INCORPORATED
But under the existing set- cover expenses Will.be charged ant to C&rmiohael, .wootnan- prompts the viewer to devise
techniques which can lead to
up, almost half the school is for admission.
HARTFORD, £ONftolCUT
Ship. Let us examine the last SUtfc&ss at, s&y, Trinity. A variTelephone JAckson 5-2139
denied, for all practical pur- The showing of the film is department in detail,
ation of the Wet Drink routine,'
Case, Lock-wood <£• Brainard Letterpress Division
poses, the chance to become a sponsored by the1 Mather Hall
To "She Bedroom
for example, could implement
Kellogg & Bulkeley Lithographic Division
senior senator. If the independ- Student Board, which hopes to
ents were allowed to particl. be able to provide varied enter- To shift the scene from liv- a cup of coffee taken into an
OPEN Monday through Saturday
pate as senior senators in pro- tainment nearly every week- ing room to bedroom with dis- examination. Near the end of
the
test,
summon
your
instrucpatch,
Professor
Sim
hits
evolvportion to their numbers there end in the student center.
ed two major ploys: a narrow tor. As he leans over your'
would be seven of them.
chair , whose back suddenly desk, spill the coffee over your !
One Hour Free Parking Nest to Store —
Instead Senator Brown's proPOETRY BEADING
drops,
the occupant bluebook.. He will franticaiUHartford Msfiontaf B®nk and Tryst Co. posal called for only four. The Peter Van Dyke fish '62, a helpless,rendering
apologize; you are assured of a
and the Wet Drink.
committee that studied the member of the Jesters, will
Perhaps the most devious good grade.
Eleven Convenient Branches in Greater Hartofrd •representation problem intend- read
poetry at II Pirandello
While Shopping With Us
Oneupmanship can happen
ed this figure to be a mini- Coffee House, 68 Federal • St., and certainly the most successful
of
Lifemanship's
imiovahere.
Latest
Lifemen,
arise!
Serving Connecticut and families since 1792.
mum, not an "asking price" New London, Friday, Dec. 2,
tibhs, the Wet Drink works You have nothing to lose but
from which to bargain and *-- 8 to H;4S p.m.
•
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Return Individua I Virtues
To Group, Teacher Asks

News Items

IM SCENE

ged on Vthe American League
OPERA SEEIE$ BEGINS
BY STEYE PERREAULT
A filmed series bf four com- NOV. 17 — The National 25 by Ed Trickett. A 15-yard
plete operas will be presented
e a u g u e all-stars today offensive holding penalty on
the next play ruined any nope
one each Tuesday beginning
queezed out a scoreless vic- of a deeper National. L*agu« ...
Nov. 22 at the Elm Theater,
(Continued From Page 1) ample* \ of existential thought Dr. Cherbonnier in his talk New Britain Ave., Elmwpod. tory over their American penetration.
.:
: .
stead of writing philosophical in the early Church Fathers on Existentialism as a Resur- The performances will start at League counterpai'ts before a
N L. Defense Gritty
gence
of
Pagan
Theology,
addefinitions about it, he con- and in the medieval theologisprinkling df student speeta8:15 P.m.
An American League; pass
mitted that the movement has
trasted the "erotic elegande" ns.
The first opera presented ors in the annual intramural interception landed thena °»
and "intensity of corruption"
Quoting St. Athansius' "Hu- made some bold hew begin- will be "Madame Butterfly." ootball all-star game.
the National's SO as this secin Gide with the rational stud- man existence hangs Over the nings. However, he said, after It will be followed by "Tosca,"
ond, half of p l a y began. Alert
Crow's
all-star
quarterback
a
few
first
steps
it
has
slid
ies of decadence in Mann's abyss of Nothingness," Dr.
"The
Barber
of
Serville,"
and
line play by all-star captain,
RodMcRae
tossed-a
30-yard
Florovsky called attention to backward into a version ot tra- "Two Loves Had I."
works.
pass to Sigma Nu's Don Wood- Zousmer in pouncing e - n a
ditional
Platonic
religion.
the
parallel
between
the
exisKaufmann: Individual Choice
Tickets are now on sale at
loose ball prevented any fur*
Existentialists follow a pag- the theater box ofice for $1.00 ruff on the' National League's ther advance.
Dr. Kaufmann, speaking on tential insistence on subjective
:
first
play
from
the
scrimChristian and Atheistic Exis- freedom and the Christian doc- an tradition in emphasizing thfe each.
A few minutes latef, _thft .
mage in an overtime period.
individual in contrast to the
tentialism, criticized Kierke- trine of free will.
Americans again threatened »
He rejected, however, the Biblical concern with social
The regulation game ended
gaard's contention that truth is
'
BOLE
ELECTED
identical with subjectivity. He notion that man inevitably be- virtues' such as love and grati- Fred Dole '62, has been elect- n a 0-0 tie and the National QED's Don Papa ran a punt
explained this as meaning that comes what he must be, on the tude. Ih place of faith, hope ed to the Ivy Board as photog- ill-stars held the Americans back to his opponent's 20-yard
sincerity is good and hypocrisy grounds that man is really an anil love, existentialism offers raphy editor. Dole alsoworks :o a net gain of five yards in l i n e . : , ; ' . • . • - •
On the following: p l a y
is bad. Yet sincerity and truth unfinished being who is not doubt, despair and resigned acas a photographer on The Tri- !our downs before they took a
pass-lateral
are not identical; a man who what he should be, what he is ceptance.
jossession
for
the
decisive
moved them inside
is sincere does not • necessarily called to be. Instead he be- Cherbonnier said the tradi- pod.
*
*
*
comes, With God's help, what tional Christian can neverthebelieve what is true.
Then the National Lei
interceptions
he has not
'LIBRARY SCHEDULE
dug in and forced helmsman
less agree with the existentialDr. K;aufmann emphasized
The American L e a g U 6,
to eat the Mil back on
Br. Wild punctuated his talk ists in protesting against stul- The library will be closed thanks to four pass intercep- X
the necessity for the individual
Friday, and Sunday
t h e 2 2 . , - • - » • •
to choose among several "in- oil the Social applications of tifying dogmas, and hypocrisy Thursday,
tions,
two
each
by
Pike's
Ed
during the Thanksgiving re
Neither elub could move the
fallible" ways of belief. The existential thought with an ap- and in-criticizing the humdrum cess It will be open from 8:30 Casey and St. A's Bill Gale,
pigskin .' to the remaining
person, in deciding which claim peal for a "personalifcatibn of "rut" of many lives.
Controlled
the
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throughout
a.m." to 4:30 p.m. Wednesday
Planfliflg
of infallibility to accept be- society" in place 6f the prevalmost of,the game and threat- minutes of regulation play.
and Saturday.
BR. JOHN D^ WILD relates his knowledge oi: Christian comes infallible himself, as far ent socialization of the individ- Preparations for th§ sympo-'
ened to score on several occa;
RA
ual person.
Slum
and
the
Canterbury
meetas
his
choice
is
concerned.
sions.
The
National's
hefty
a
while
It
didn't 106k «»
philosophy. «nd existentialism to a possible Solution of Social
Wild said that once all mem-ing were guided by a commit- BUSINESS -INTERVIEWS line of Bill ZouSmer, Jim Fox, though enough all-stars would
Sartre missed this distinction
problems. •
•- - G.
Chester
Owens,
associate
between a responsible and ir- bers of society enjoy the basic tee consisting of Arthur J. Mc- professor, Columbia Univer- Beva Brown, and Ron Blanken shoW up to play the game.
responsible choice, he said. The necessities, the individual will Nulty,' Jr., '62, Charles M, sity Graduate School of Busi- smothered e a c h of these Varsity coaches Dan Jessea
French author's claim "What- have to strike out dn his own Hawes, III, '61, James R. Swee- ness, and William ' Rotch threats.
'
.
and Karl Kurth handled the
ever is better for us is better with stamina and courage in ney, '62 Robert E. Harned '62, assistant professor, University
In the opening minutes of officiating, duties—no vehe*
search
of
freedom.
Bruce A. Thayer, 62, and Dr.
for all" is not valid. Kaufmann
of Virginia Graduate School of the g a m e the American ment complaints were n o t e d . . .
pointed out that his own deci- He compared the existential William A. Johnson.
Business, will be on campus Leaguers recovered a fumble, Only three first downs in. th«
sion to teach philosophy does emphasis on the subjective
The conference ended with Tuesday, Nov. 29, to interview and.a short pass from quar- entire game, two -by the Amernot mean that everyone; should with the need for the individiibusiness meeting and the undergraduates.
terback Gale to Deke's sure- ican League, one by the Nabecome a philosophy professor. a l t o s e t the standards for so- Sunday chapel service, at
fingered
end, Chris Gilson, tional . . Judging from the
ROBERT FBINSCHREIBER There is a'wide divergence in Florovsky: Existential f a i t h ciety. Now, he said, we have a which the Rev. Eugene Dixon, Mr. Owens will meet with
moved
them
to the twenty number of spectators present,
"Existential Motifs in the notorious double moral stand- :anterbury adviser for the Di- students in Goodwin Lounge.
NOV. 17 ^_ The Common* these rates as the duties imthe community chest couldn't,
,-ard
stripe.
Mr.
Rotch
will
be
in
Elton
posed
by
Italy
and
France
are
Expression of Christian Faith" ard which allows society to ocese of Connecticut and chapMarket will help prevent anhave reaped too great a profit
Tom Watt .here attempted a from the contest. . . Due : td
other w a r between its mem- much ihigher than those of was Dr. Florovsky's topic. He commit mass murder in good lain of the University of Con- Lounge.
necticut, delivered the -sermon. Arrangements for appoint- Held "goal, which was half fast-descending darkness, the
ber countries because econom- West G e r m a n y , Belgium, supplied the audience with ex- conscience.
ments should be made through blocked.
ic stability, will-lead to politi- Netherlands and Luxembourg.
h a l f t i m e intermission was
the Placement Office.
Nats . . Almost
cal stability, a director of that The resulting tariff will be
skipped. . . Two field goals
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moderately protectionist.
organization said today.
Later in the first half the attempted, by the American
Special discount tickets are
Review To Sponsor Nationals came very close to League—bne faked, one failed.
Carlo Hemmer, director of
The movement of workers
• Today
(Continued From Page 1)
the (Sommerce, industry and and capital within the Com- available in the -Mather Hall
Chapel, Dean Hughes, S a.m. Beat Poets, Singer notching six marks when . . The all-stars played the full ; ofice for the National Winter ened the state of our defenses
Woodruff intercepted a pass 100-yara length of the varsity
handicrafts departments of mon Market, says Mr. Hem-Sports Show to be held in NewFall Sports Dinner, Hamlin
Two promising young Amer- intended for Gilson on the Na- field instead of the usual 80. .
the Common Market, is pres- mer, is still fairly difficult. York City's Coliseum from in Western Europe.
Hall,
7
p.m.
Harvard Graduate
ican poets ana a folk-singer tional League 20 and igalloped
ently touring the United States The EEC is trying to' eliminate Wednesday, Nov. 30, through
Senate, Senate Room, Math- will appear in a Trinity Re- down the sideline toward pay- The National League lays
Dr. Kissinger is also noted
to acquaint Americans with its cartels and national subsidies. Sunday, Dec. 4. Admission
claim to two champs now—all'/
er Hall, '7:15 p.m.
view-sponsored program in the dirt.
organization.
A development tiank is plan- price is $1.00 with the ticket. for his preparation of the
star, of course, and league win- •
IFC,
Committee
Room,
MaRockefeller Report on NationWashington Room tomorrow
He was overtaken and tag- ner Sigma Nu.
Mr. Hemmer's lecture was ned which will ibe -used to
The five-day- sports festival al Defense. He presently is ther Hall, 7:15 p.m.
at
8:30
p.m.
sponsored by the Economics grant loans to underdeveloped will feature continuous ski serving as Associate Director
Tomorrow
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Poets John Brent and Blake
Club, the Political Science countries.
demonstrations by many of of the Harvard Center for InChapel, Senior Lay Readers, Reed collaborated on a book of
For those of you still interested! in football in'spite
Currency problems were al- America's top professionals ternational Affairs and is Ex- Bert Draesel and Robert Rod- poetry to be published in LonClub and the International
of the onmshing basketball season, this is the way the
leviated : when the French along with fashion.shows, dis- ecutive Director of the Harv- ney, 8 a.m.
Relations Club.
, ;
don next- spring. Both San final standings would have turned out this season in the
Tihe Common Market, also franc was devalued, Mr. Hem- plays of the latest ski equip- ard International Seminar.
Band Practice, Washington Francisco natives, they are proposed "Little Ivy League."
called the European Economic mer said. French trade has ment and clothing, films of the
Kissinger received vhis A.B.
now giving readings throughCommunity ,is both a political risen even faster than- the Winter Olympics, and a mu- (summa cum laude), M.A. and Room, 7:30 p.m.
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Mr. Bemmer, is the creation businessmen. Escape clauses Nov. 25, from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m. litical Theory.
7:30 a.m.
has published a book called 21
of a free trade area by gradu- in the EEC 'charter hav e not This is due to the required in- During World W a r I I he
served in the Counter-intelli- Thanksgiving Vacation Be- Carlisle.
ally removing tariff barriers been employed. The only seri- stallation of equipment.
1
Singer Luke Askew, chants
between members and erect- ous p'roblem that - remains is
The library will be closed gence Corps a n d presently
Sunday
of life on the chain-gang,. an
ing a common external proteo agriculture, but the members all day Friday as a result, but holds the rank of Captain in
tive tariff.
of the EEC feel that a solution will open from 8:30 a.m. to the Military Intelligence Re- Thanksgiving Vacation Ends. occupation with which he is
serve.
4:30 p.m. Saturday.
Snack Bar Open 6-10 p.m.
not wholly unfamiliar.
While on a visit to Switzer- will be reached.
land, Winston Churchill urged
The Common Market faces
Western Europe to unite.
some small problems. There
This led to the formation of are differences in safety and
t h e EEC. T h e irony of this, M r sanitary regulations w h i b h
Hemmer points out, is tha tend to exclude products madi
neither Britain nor Switzerland are members of the Com- in other- countries. Worker:
are paid less in some counmon'market.
.
Mr. Hemmer Said that th$ tries than in others.
Common Market is more than
Brookside Barber Shop
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reducing tariffs between mem*
Two Expert Barbers
bers. The reduction, which h a s
5. and Joseph Miano
already reached 30 per cent of
Friendly Service
the postwar tariffs, will be
432 New Britain Avenue
complete b y 1967.
Creating a common external
tariff will be more difficult
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each item. The,eventual exter6 Foot Scarfs
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Said To Aid Peace
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Slossberg's Inc.

THE TIE CENTER
93 Pratt Street

CAMPUS SHOP
At The Foot of
Fraternity Bow

Ties for all occasions
Best Selections
AH ties from
$1.00 to $1.50

1317 Broad St. Open Eve.

ALL ATHLETIC NEEDS
Guns — Hunting Supplies

CLAPP & TREAT,
673 Farmington Ave.
West Hartford

THE FRIENDLY
BARBER SHOP
that is the name given by
some students a t Trinity to

TOMMY'S
BARBERSHOP

HAL HOLBROOK
brings back America's
Greatest Humorist '
MARK TWAIN
TONIGHT
at Woolsey Hall, Yale University

Friday,

Tickets: $3.00, $3.50, S3.00,

and why not? I t has a
friendly i n t i m a t e atmosphere t h a t
immediately
makes you feel at home.
For your convenience, it.
also features a Student's
Nook, Try it.
105 New Britain Avenue
Near Broad Street
One Minute Walk From
Field House

S3.50 at Record

Shop of

Hartford. 227 Asylum- St.
MAIL ORDER: Payable to
Cutler's Record

Store, 33

Broadway, New Haven.
Please Enclose Self-Addressed Stamped Envelope.

CHAR-BROILED STEAKS

$1.75

•

December

2nd a t 8:30 p.m.

JACK SAVED HIS COMPANY $10,000
ON HIS FIRST ASSIGNMENT
opment program for "mark sensing"—a new
method for mechanized processing of long distance charges.
Today, Jack has an important role in planning and developing telephone facilities to keep
pace with Omaha's ever-increasing need for long
distance services.
Jack puts it this way—"If a guy can keep
his average up, there are places to go in this
His -chance to show what he could do was outfit. A man doesn't have to wait around for
opportunity to knock—he has all he can handle
not long in coming. On his first assignment Jack
right
from the start."
came up with answers that made it possible to
handle long distance calls made at night in the
If you want a job in which you're given a chance
Omaha area with less force and equipment than
to show your stuff, and held strictly accountable for
was needed under the old system. This resulted
your decisions, right from the start—then you'll
in a $10,000 annual saving.
want to visit your Placement Office for literature
and addilional'informaiion.
Next, Jack worked on a training and devel-

While Jack Trabert was in college he had
some definite career ideas.' He knew what he
wanted—a job with a payoff for good judgment
and hard work.
With a B.S. in Business Administration from
the University of Nebraska, Jack knew he could
look in many directions. And he did. He talked'
to 20 companies. And then in August, 1957,
joined Northwestern Bell, in Omaha, Nebraska.

SCHAEFER

• • • • *

MUSIC BY THE
STARLITES OF SPRINGFIELD
Every Thurs., Fri. and Sat. Nite
* • • • * • * "
CHARLES RESTAURANT
52 Park St. Hartford

"Our nuinler one aim is to have in all
management jobs the most vital, intelligent, positive and imaginative men
we can possibly find."
•

FREDERICK ft, KAFPSL, President

telephone & TelefcrASi Cfc.

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES

THE F. & M. SCHAEFER BREWING 1^0., NEW YORK and ALBANY, N»

MONDAY. NOVEMBER 21,
THE TRINITY TRIPOD

Long On Depth, Short
And Speedy Shultsmen

Capt. Tansill Leads
Flashy '60- '61 Team
good frosh squad to an excel- rebound with authority if he
By DON PAPA
has hopes of holding the startWith the departure of Mr. lent season.
Touchdown, Trinity students' The year layoff' from the ing berth. McWilliams' 'real
eyes now turn anxiously to- hoop has hurt Bill, but there answer to the problem may be[
ward the coming basketball is every indication he will re- in 6'7"- Bob Brandenburger|
gain his shooting eye making who, though working out with j
season.
him
one of the finest shooters the team, must sit out the,first[
This year finds a Trinity the Hartforclites
have Had in half of the season.
j
team faced with the task of re- recent
years. •
When turning to the back I
taining tlie poise, hustle and
victories that characterized the At the other forward will be c o u r t , McWilliams happily j
'5S-'59 squad. Last year bas-j Doug Tansill. Doug, after com- meets John Norman, the boy
ketball prestige returned to pleting a bruising football sea- whose impeccable shooting eye
the Hilltop as Barry Royden son, has appeared to round in- almost landed Trinity a berth
captained his squad to an ex-to shape much more readily in the small college NCAA
cellent 14-4 season giving the than last year. His experience basketball tournament l a s t
Bantams the b e s i college ?nd rebounding prove a key to fyear. The former Weaver High
Trinity success. If he hits with School ace leaves nothing to be,
hoop record in the state.
VET SCULLY And
the accuracy of last year, he desired in the offensive deCoach Jay McWilliams feels will
combine
with
Scully
to
partment,
and
his
kangaroo
he has the material to match
the Bantams a spectacular leaping will greatly addtothe Dave, though lacking in size,
last year's record, but realizes give
possesses the quick hands that
forward
shooting array.
Trinity rebounding power.
the problem, of molding this
are necessary to withstand any
Forward Depth
material into an effective unit. Jim Fox,
A battle is being waged be- full court press the opposition
Stan
Hoerr,
and
He is still searching for an
Waggett are the reserve tween four players for themay throw up.
equal to the board! strength Sam
forwards
.all appear ready other guard slot,
Sophomore Brian Brooks, a
provided last year by Kento fiil inWho
Vic Keene, high scorer from former all stater from Plainat
any
time.
Lyons. Many lovers of basketlast year's frosh, leads the!
ball delighted to Ken's mysti- Waggett, a sophomore, has challengers at present due to ville Conn, has been returned
especially
pleased
McWilliams
to his natural position of guard
fying assortment of shots, but
his fine conditioning and trehis true asset was found in with the fine all around play mendous speed. Dave Traut, a where he has" looked veryhe has shown to date.
resounding' rebounding.
A definite problem is faced Wethersfield boy, is termd by good. His ballhandlmg, too,
Scully Counted On
at center with the departure his coach as a good feeder and provides a needed asset for
The answer to the rebound- of Lyons. Buzz Mayer, John defensive ballplayer and' ap- those close, nailbiting games.
Ing problem falls heavily on Kraft, and sophomore Hunter pears destined for much action. ; Ken Cromwell is the fourth
the shoulders of this year's Harris are fighting for this vitforwards. Bill Scully, return- al position that must be filled
ing after a year's lay-off, is adequately if the Bantams
McWilliams' hope to fill the have hopes of equalling last
vacuum left by the dteadly- year's record.
shooting Royden. _Scully must
Mayer Ahead
regain the touch he possessed Mayer's experience has givas a freshman when he led a en him the edge, but he must

COACH McWIIXIAMS

NOV. 19 — The short but
speedy freshmen basketballeps
open their 15-game schedule
against the Coast Guard on
Dec. 1.
Since the team has only one
man-over 6'3", it will have to
rely on hustle and good shooting to have ,a succesful season.
Last Saturday, the frosh
jcrimmaged ;the varsity in the
field house. They made mistakes ; aplenty, which Coach
Robert Shults hopes to iron
out before Dec. 1, but the team
showed' a lot of hustle and" dejire. They proved that they
can handle themselves against
tough opposition.
Much Depth
One of the squad's strong

contestant, who, like Scully,
sat out last season. Ken started as a sophomore for the '57'58 Trinity team, but. has not
yet regained his old form. His
driving ability will keep the
opposing team's middle open,
as did his crushing runs in
football.
.'
.
Little Dave Brewster rounds
out the Trinity squad. Dave is
a fine outside shooter, but his
lack of height proves a liability.
•-.-."

points' is its depth.'Although, len, and Dave Ladewig art
Coach Shults has been using a| ready to step into thoir si.,
few boys, consistently on his; if any of the former falter,
first-string, he wants it known
Future Training
that no position is sewed up. "• Coach Shults feels the team , | |
His temporary first-string; is beginning to come alone,
includes Barry Leghorn, the: but it needs a lot more hard
high - scoring all - stater fronV work.
Bulkeley High School. Others j T h e frosn will have two
are Rufus Blocksidge. J o h n ! m o r e practice gam-fs befors
Fenrich, Bobby Voorhees, and; they open their season — the
Steve Bralove.
_ j Hartford U-Conns tomorrow.
But Tommy MeKune. Doug!' and Bulkeley High School next
Drynan, Ron Yates, Jesse Wet- j Monday.

iz Ne, 8*
s Where is the home df
Blue and White
Diamonds?

SKI APPARIL
a

PARKAS
STRETCH PANTS
SWEATERS

Where does good will
work wonders?

m Where do 5"<>« hear

S. S. I. S.7

« lewis St.
Hartford

Christmas cards from
Europe and leading
erf museums « • ' ' s i
SCOTT BILIYOU, 8OCKS
Trumbuil erf Pearl
open until nine.

46 XaSaUe Ed.
West Hsrtfori.

If there Is any doubt te
these answers, ask the guy
next to you!

TRINITY STUDENT SPECIAL

789 Park St.

FILL UP YOUR GAS TANK
2 c DISCOUNT on every GALLON

TRINITY JACKETS
Wool-Melton

!*
*

"oxford accent"..«
-.prints of distinction

10% CASH DISCOUNT ON ALL AUTO REPAIRS

NAVY POPLIN
$7.95
DRY CLEANING
Mon - Sat., 9-3

•

PLEASE SHOW IDCARD

511.95 and $13.95

Saras day service on

*
*
«
&

.WE SPECIALIZE lM

K

— 24 HOUR SERVICE — OPEN ALL THE TIME — .

Trinity
Beeksfore

The sport shfrt thof gVes you {fiat
rugged masculine a p p e a l . . .
printed in neat figures in uniquely
attractive colorings. Well-cut collar style in classic button-down
lines with box pleated back. In traditionally favored oxford doth.
$5.09

-RALPH'S AUTO '-SERVICE'
JA --9-0063 -

BELMONT RECORD SHOP
163 WASHINGTON ST.
HARTFOED
Hi-Fidelity — Component Parts — Sales & Service
We Specialize in Hard to Get Records
Open Evenings till 10
Phone CH 9-0414 or CH 9-0456

Uf8

BERLIN TURNPIKE, WITHERSFIELD
In Front @f Hartford Motel

cum faude coHectfpn
by

Ralph DiLisio, Prop. — ATLANTIC PRODUCTS
s

10 Minutes from Trinity
tUCKY

ATTENTION STUDENTS
Last Week Of Offer

STRIKE

PRESENTS

OR. FROOD'S THOUGHT FOR THE DAY: "Life ain't all beer and skittles" as the saying goes
'-but if enough students got together, maybe skittles could make a big comeback.

Dear Dr. Frood: 1 don't speak from personal experience, but I
understand all the men in this college are wolves. What do you
think a respectable girl like me—with a good old-fashioned upbringing—should do about this situation?

Strait Laced
DEAR STRAIT: Drop your handkerchief.

RECEIVE I j Q ^ l BONUS

BAHiUi LTD.
INTRODUCTORY ©FF1R:
Dear Dr. Frood: When 1 entered college as a freshman this fall, my
father gave me a very large sum of money to cover room, board,
tuition, books and all other expenses for four full years of college.
Because of an unfortunate series of poker games, however, the
money is now completely gone. How would you suggest I handle
this situation?

Barrie Ltd., Creators of Authentic Collegiate Footwear,
Offers Our Entire Stock, Including Shell Cordovans, Imported Grains, Genuine Calfskins, and Hand-Sewn Moccasins to Students at Fifteen Percent Off Our Regular
Prices. Moccasins — $14.95 up. Shoes — 518.95 up.
If you are sfyle>censeieus and eeenemy-minded, yau'll
want to fill your shoe needs new.
This Student Offer Expires Saturday November 26th.

22 Trumbull St.
JA 5-6261
» Hartford V

AND i M NOTHING

J

RECEIVE 15%' OFF RE&ULAR PURCHASE PRICE \

DEAR MATH: You are obviously going to a
below-average college.

School or College
Not Valid After Saturday November 26, 1960
Barrie Ltd., 22 Trumbull St., Hartford
CUT OUT and PRESENT COUPON

fHE F . 4 M , SCHAEFER BREWINS CO., NEW YORK and ALBANY, N. Y.

' '

TenHigh

DEAR TEN: I feel, confident that your father will give you another
chance if you go up to him like a man, tell him you are sorry, admit
your mistake and promise him that your luck will change.

DEAR LEFT: After considering this problem
from every angle, I can only conclude that
you have enormous feet.

Math Major

'

:

Left Out

INTRODUCTORY STUDENT OFFER. STUDENT TO '

Address

j

Dear Dr. Frood: I just don't understand the
men in this college. Not one of them has
ever asked me for a date. !,am intelligent
and easy to get a long-with. Enclosed is my
snapshot. What do you think is wrong?

Dear Dr. Frood: According to my figures
over ninety-five per cent of the students
here are below average. What is wrong?

Cut Out and Present Coupon

Name
foon't let this happen to
you. To cover any situation make it Schaefer all
around!

Next To
Henry Miller Co.
Near The
/ Telephone-Co.
Building

••;.••

Dear Dr. Frood: Do you think it is safe for
a girl to walk home alone from a college
dance?

Nervous
DEAR NERVOUS: Safer.

DON'T BREAK TRADITION, WARNS FROOD! One of the proudest traditions on the American
campus, reports Dr. Frood, is smoking Luckies. Today college students smoke more Luckies
than any other regular. According to Dr. Frood, "Any student who breaks this tradition not only
robs himself of the full pleasure of smoking—but also could, conceivably, bring 'the Curse of
Frood' down upon the entire student body."

CHANGE TO LUCKIES and get some taste for a change!
product oj^

-- <J<s&x£&o- is our mMik nam

